FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LOTUS Awards Reveals a Short-List of 2015 Winners
25 agencies to be honoured for creative excellence, innovation and exemplifying the
best of B.C. communications
Vancouver, October 8, 2015 – The LOTUS Awards, unveiled its short-list of agency
winners today, in advance of the November 5, 2015 awards gala. Creative work, across
32 different categories from 25 different agencies will be honoured at the gala event
with the newly redesigned trophy.
To account for work that was created during the LOTUS Awards’ hiatus in 2014,
communications that was created and/or produced commercially between August 4,
2013 and August 4, 2015 in British Columbia qualified for this year’s competition. In
total, the 2015 LOTUS Awards received 505 submissions, which were reviewed and
scored by a jury of creative leaders from across Canada and beyond.
“We’re pleased with both the quantity and quality of submissions LOTUS received this
year, and believe it indicates B.C. agencies and marketers agree with the changes we
made to enhance the competition,” says Jani Yates, president, Institute of
Communication Agencies, the presenting organization behind the competition.
“Congratulations to all those who were shortlisted this year, we’ll see you on November
5th to reveal the winners.”
A total of 153 LOTUS awards will be handed out at this year’s competition. This year’s
agency winners include: Camp Pacific, Carter Hales Design Lab, Chairman Ting, Citizen
Relations, Cossette, DDB Canada, Giant Ant, Go2 Productions, Hot Tomali, Karacters
Design Group, Linetest, One Twenty Three West, Redpath Studios, Rethink, Spring
Advertising, Saint Bernadine Mission Communications Inc., TAXI Canada, The &
Partnership, Thinkingbox, Tribal Worldwide, Vapor Music, Wasserman + Partners
Advertising, We The Collective Design, Will Creative Inc. and Work at Play.
“This year’s Lotus submissions were extraordinary. There was a noteworthy strength in
the area of illustration-based ideas. But as well, the skillful attention to font selection,
design and sound design were hallmarks of this year’s winners,” says Karen Howe,
creative director and 2015 LOTUS Awards judge. “The love of the geography and the
nod to the fundamental culture of British Columbia was evident in many submissions.
“The competition’s designation of Best in Show, Gold, Silver or Bronze will be
announced at the LOTUS Awards gala on November 5, 2015 at the Fairmont Vancouver
hotel following LOTUS Talks, an inspirational conference where industry thought leaders
from different creative industries share their insights. Tickets to both events are now

available for purchase at: http://www.eventbrite.ca/e/lotus-awards-2015-tickets17374774418
The LOTUS Awards is grateful to all of the agencies who entered their work this year for
consideration, and to our jury members for all of their time and efforts.
About the LOTUS Awards
Since 1989, the LOTUS Awards has honoured creative excellence, innovation and the
best communications in British Columbia. Presented by the Institute of Communication
Agencies (ICA), the LOTUS Awards inspire marketing communications professionals,
across all disciplines, to push their craft by celebrating the breakthrough creative work
of individuals, companies and agencies in British Columbia.
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